
 

THE MATRIX IS COMING. 

Virtual spaces are exploding into prominence as theatres 
continue their decline, home streaming soars, and web 
applications allow for increasingly collective experiences 
online (Google Hangouts, open college courses and 
Facebook Live are just a few such avenues).  

KIMO JAGGER is excited to present a systematic, 

vertically-integrated platform concept, designed to leverage 
entertainment assets in this new, virtual world. The strategy 
starts with a game show - Down To Earth. The game takes 
the American Idol model to its logical conclusion, utilizing 
an interactive smartphone app that connects viewers in real-
time to the live show, as well as to content on jumbotrons at 
stadiums and theatres.  

Not only is the game fun to play any time, but players who 
engage with the show as appointment viewing (or 
appointment playing) can win real money while connecting 
to millions of viewers. Creating marketing efficiencies, the 
game can organically showcase and support multiple 
properties and brands; the new venue where a musician will 
headline an upcoming event, the stadium hosting a 
championship game, or the hometown of an actor with a new 
project, for example, can all be promoted via interactive 
platform promoting trivia questions.  

Virtual and augmented reality are the future of 
entertainment, and Down To Earth is designed to capitalize 
on, and guide this transition. VR players at home can watch 
DTE shows, and then engage in jumbotron and theater 
events. Additional add-on’s like virtual walk-throughs of 
stadiums and venues, not only engage the users and deliver a 
unique experience, but simultaneously allow our sponsors to 
showcase the myriad unique features to a vast audience.  

While Down to Earth is destined to be a network 
appointment show, it’s revenue and conceptualization make 
it much more than that. It is a successful monetary vehicle 
which can create more and more content to enlarge an 
emergent VR world on any platform. Eventually, through the 
growing user base, prizes and rewards, like virtual seats to 
real-time events, such as the Superbowl or a front row-seat 
to Coachella might now exist by the limitless potential when 
a company leverages users, entertainment, and a wholly new 
platform. 



For years, myriad media platforms will persist, but eventually one VR 
world will dominate. Control of that world could ultimately be worth 
more than some entire industries and, perhaps, most nations. Speed of 
action, strength of commitment, and breadth of influence will all play a 
role in defining every person’s influence; as either, creators of this 
limitless space, or passive participants.  

Someone is going to win the race to virtual space. KIMO JAGGER’s 
Down to Earth is a bridge between traditional television and the 
virtual future. 

Note: The game play is animated for demonstration purposes. The actual game show will be "live action". 


